
Call for the participation of rural communities in the
Smart Rural 27 Knowledge Clusters

We are now launching the 2nd Smart Rural 27 Knowledge
Cluster of Smart Rural Communities

on the topic of
 ‘Digital services for rural communities’.

You can express your interest to get involved in the Digital Services Cluster
by 16/04/2023 through the following registration link.

Why Knowledge Clusters?

Smart Villages is an EU concept to support rural communities in developing innovative /
smart strategies and solutions in response to pressing challenges (such as depopulation,
lack of basic services and economic opportunities, energy crisis, lack of connectivity, etc.).
The Smart Rural 21 project  aimed to support selected rural communities in developing
Smart Village Strategies and implementing smart solutions.

The Final Conference of the Smart Rural 21 project highlighted the importance to continue
to work with rural communities and support the exchanges among them to realise
practical solutions on common themes of interest.

The Smart Rural 27 Knowledge Clusters will create opportunities to exchange knowledge,
among others through field visits for communities, practical workshops, online
discussions, at the same time showing how innovative, holistic long-term vision and Smart
Village Strategies can help to bring a local community forward in the 21st Century.

The Smart Rural 27 project   is inviting rural communities across Europe
to take part in exchanges with other rural communities on specific

Smart Villages themes.
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The 1st & 2nd Preparatory Action on Smart Rural Areas in the 21st Century projects (Smart Rural 21, 2020-2022
and Smart Rural 27, 2021-2023 respectively) have been supported by the European Commission (DG AGRI).
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https://e40.typeform.com/to/pMjlnsER
https://e40.typeform.com/to/pMjlnsER
http://www.smartrural21.eu/


How to get started? What approaches and methods do exist
for experimenting with innovative digital services in local
communities?
Does it require more than just another “App” to effectively
address challenges of rural communities with help of digital
services? What does it take beyond technology to get real
community benefit from digital services?

Suggested topics for discussion

What is the ‘Digital services for rural communities’ cluster focused on?
 

The digital services cluster is about utilising digital technologies to address challenges
frequently faced by rural communities: Enabling access to services of public interest,
meeting the demands of an aging population, facilitating access to employment,
strengthening social cohesion and volunteering.

Many rural communities face challenges related to demographic changes, workforce
development, infrastructure, and community preservation. Compared to their urban
counterparts, for example, they tend to have fewer educational institutions, see more
hospitals closing and experience less economic growth. Also, the digital divide between
urban and rural areas has been discussed for some time now. Nevertheless, good examples
can be found of how digital services can help to address challenges specifically
experienced by rural communities. Public services - in the areas of education, health and
administration for example - can be made available across spatial distances by means of
digital technologies. Such technologies can also help people to maintain social exchange
with others and to engage jointly in one's own concerns. Not at least, they can be applied to
bring work to people instead of bringing people to work (a trend particularly reinforced due
to Covid-19). However, in order to derive tangible benefits from digital services in daily life,
it is usually necessary to link both technological and non-technological innovations in a
meaningful way.

The EU has adopted the Digital Decade framework and a related policy program in 2020.
With this program, the EU is pursuing a human-centric, sustainable vision for digital society
to empower citizens and businesses. The aim of the Digital Decade is to ensure all aspects of
technology and innovation work for people. Better connected rural areas is also a key target
of the Long Term Vision for Rural Areas (LTVRA).
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What experiences have been gained so far by rural communities with the utilisation of
digital services in different areas of daily life? Key areas include public administration,
remote work, digital services, education, culture and tourism, agri-food and energy.
How to ensure the continued operation of successfully tested digital services? How to
monitor the results and impact of local experiments with digital services with a view to
ensuring sustainable service provision in the longer run?

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/digital-decade-policy-programme-2030


Lighthouse communities are rural communities that have relevant inspiring
experience in the cluster theme (renewable energy, local energy communities,
energy self-sufficiency) to share with other communities. Lighthouse examples
are ready to share their knowledge with and learn from other communities.

Learning communities are rural communities that have made some initial steps in
planning or implementing solutions in the theme of the cluster, but would like to
learn    and    benefit    from    the    experience    of    more   advanced   (lighthouse)

How can rural communities get engaged?

Rural communities can get engaged at three levels depending on their interest,
experience and availability:

Follower communities are
rural communities that would
like to closely follow the
process and learn about the
experience of lighthouse and
learning communities.

communities to proceed
further. Learning communities
are ready to learn, take active
part in the planned activities
and share their experience with
others.

If you represent a rural community* and would like to
participate in the ‘Knowledge Cluster on  ‘Digital services

for rural communities’.’ in one of the above categories,
please submit an expression on of interest through the

application form*  by no later than 16/04/2023.

Who can represent a rural community?

Representatives can be formal governance bodies (e.g. mayor/ deputy mayor/ mayor’s
office), or other organisations that have a “mandate” to represent the village (e.g.
nominated by the mayor to be the contact for the rural community for this project).
Where formal governance bodies do not exist, other acknowledged governance bodies
(e.g. village association) can also apply on behalf of the community.

If an organisation other than a governance body is representing the community, they
should be based locally (in the given community) – organisations not based locally might
be exceptionally accepted as representatives in well justified cases (e.g. application for a
village by the LEADER LAG or other support organisation).

* Link: https://e40.typeform.com/to/ERNAM9LNA Note: A selection process might apply for lighthouse and learning
communities, however, all interested communities will be accepted as followers.

HOW TO APPLY?

https://e40.typeform.com/to/pMjlnsER
https://e40.typeform.com/to/ERNAM9LN


Expectations Benefits

LIGHTHOUSE COMMUNITIES

Contribute to the development of the Lighthouse
Example material (visual presentation of your

community & its smart approach) Promotion and visibility at the national and EU
levels, others getting to know more about your

community and its smart approachInterview for a Smart Rural 27 podcast and/or
contribute to other multimedia material (e.g. local

filming)

Help organising / hosting event and/or cross-visit for
other villages in your community or nearby (Note:

this might not apply to all lighthouse villages!) Possibility to visit at least one other rural community
(min. 1 person 2-day trip costs supported) and

participation at Smart Rural 27 eventsContribute to various exchanges: online discussions,
events, promotion of your village (e.g. through

presentations)

Costs of travel covered of the visits to other villages
and face-to-face events

LEARNING COMMUNITIES

Active participation & contribution to exchanges:
online and face-to-face exchanges

Learning from other communities who work on the
cluster subject. Possibility to visit at least one other

rural community and  participate at SR27 events

Sharing your learning experience with others
Visibility of your village, presenting your smart

journey and actions to others

Input for planning (pilot) actions in the given field
(support from other villages & the project)

Costs of travel to visits/ events might be covered by
the project (depending on available budget and level

of interest from other communities)

FOLLOWER COMMUNITIES

No expectations
Participation at selected events.

Learning from other villages.
New networking opportunities.



Knowledge Cluster on
Digital services for rural communities’

Indicative Timeline - 2023
HAVE A LOOK BELOW FOR ANY KEY DATES AND INFORMATION REGARDING

THIS PROJECT OR WORKSHOP.

Establishing the cluster
membership,  getting back to
applicants

Deadline  to apply for
participation in the cluster

24 April 2023

16 April 2023 

26  Apr 2023
Introductory session online
session to introduce cluster

theme & presentation of
l ighthouse examples.

Discussion about needs &
expectations

Field visit  to selected
lighthouse vil lage  

June 2023

May-July 2023
Smart  Vil lage Café online
sessions  with presentations
on l ighthouse discussions

Sept 2023

 June - Sept 2023
Technical   support to
certain members (e.g.
piloting,  twinning or
identif ication of funding) -
To be confirmed.

 Oct 2023
Concluding cluster work.
Recommendations for the CAP,
other policies & Rural  Pact

(to be confirmed)

2nd field visit  to second
lighthouse vil lage 


